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Description:

Climate disruption is often discussed on a global scale, affording many a degree of detachment from what is happening in their own backyards. Yet
the consequences of global warming are of an increasingly acute and serious nature.In Virginia Climate Fever, environmental journalist Stephen
Nash brings home the threat of climate change to the state of Virginia. Weaving together a compelling mix of data and conversations with both
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respected scientists and Virginians most immediately at risk from global warming’s effects, the author details how Virginia’s climate has already
begun to change. In engaging prose and layman’s terms, Nash argues that alteration in the environment will affect not only the state’s cities but also
hundreds of square miles of urban and natural coastal areas, the 60 percent of the state that is forested, the Chesapeake Bay, and the near
Atlantic, with accompanying threats such as the potential spread of infectious disease. The narrative offers striking descriptions of the vulnerabilities
of the state’s many beautiful natural areas, around which much of its tourism industry is built.While remaining respectful of the controversy around
global warming, Nash allows the research to speak for itself. In doing so, he offers a practical approach to and urgent warning about the impending
impact of climate change in Virginia.

Stephen Nashs Virginia Climate Fever provides a clear, concise, very readable explanation of the current and likely future effects of global
warming in Virginia. Nash is a scholar at the University of Richmond. He clearly knows Virginia well and did very thorough research in preparing
this book. Most Virginians know that sea-level rise and more-severe storms will have harmful effects on the Hampton Roads area and other
coastal areas. The book provides much detail on that, and on the decisions we will face as we decide which coastal areas to protect and which
areas may have to be abandoned through strategic retreat, due to the fact that we simply cant afford to protect everything. But the books greatest
strength in my view is its explanation of the other effects global warming will have across the whole state. For example, Nash shows that the
damage to Virginias forests (and the people and wildlife who live in or near and benefit from those forests) will likely be severe. That is much less
widely known than the expected damage from sea-level rise. Stephen Nash has done a great job of laying out the tough choices Virginians face.
This book should serve as a guide for Virginias political, business, and environmental leaders, as well as all citizens, as we deal with the impacts of
climate disruption that human greenhouse-gas emissions have caused and continue to cause.
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